Looking for resources you can share with your club members? Check out AMA Flight School!

We asked, you answered! Now what?
Congratulations to the three winners of our Ground Control survey: Mike McFarland, Terry Bolin, and Jim Mahoney! A big thank-you to everybody who took the time to respond to the survey in the February issue. We appreciate your input. During the next few weeks, we will review the results of the survey and will share more detailed information.

Do new military and UAS restrictions impact your sites or events?
Over the past week, the Department of Defense and the FAA announced flight restrictions that impact model aircraft. The restrictions were put in place to protect sensitive locations on military property from unmanned aircraft systems. We offer additional insight and address some commonly asked questions as to how these restrictions might affect your operations.

Is your club ready for the flying season?
The March 31 deadline for clubs to renew their annual charter status has come and gone and nearly 400 clubs still have not submitted their renewal documents for the 2017 charter year.

Drones, FPV, and clubs
With all of the recent news concerning drones and multirotor aircraft, are you left with questions regarding how, or if, you should include these types of aircraft at your club field? The goal of this article is to help you better understand these issues.

Tell us your story!
The AMA’s History Project was created to tell the complete story of model aviation through a collection of histories of modelers, clubs, and companies. There are thousands of model aviation-related clubs in the US, but our program only has the histories of a few in our online collection!

Register for National Model Aviation Day!
Every year, the annual National Model Aviation Day grows. We invite all clubs to host an event on or near August 12, 2017, to celebrate the hobby and raise public awareness for their groups and our national organization. AMA has developed several resources to help make your event a success. This year the AMA Executive Council has selected the AMA Foundation as the charity to support for the 2017 celebration, however clubs are welcome to support any charity of their choice. Visit www.nationalmodelaviationday.org to learn more.